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Marc is a rare Contactee, Lucid Remote Viewer of his crew and higher dimensional spaceship and ‘Walk-in’.
He is a self-aware Aspect from highly advanced Dimensional Universals. He is able to often call in inter-dimensional Extraterrestrial Craft to be witnessed and photographed. He is a featured Contactee in the award
winning film, by James Carman, “The Hidden Hand”. Marc’s presence in the film provides the benevolent
aspect of human ET interaction.
Marc is here as a cogent reminder that ‘We Are Not Alone’ and never have been. His ongoing ‘contact’
with Benevolent Universal ETs was documented in the late 70’s when his amazing prolific UFO Photography
attracted multiple UFO organizations. His ET Contact and UFO Photography continues to this day.
On August 10, 2015 Marc physically met an Extraterrestrial from the Ashtar Command in Central
Park where he often goes to meditate and shoot UFOs. The ET’s name is Balthon, but did not reveal
himself as an ET until a week later, though Marc suspected something was odd about this benevolent
young man. Mintues after Balthon left, Marc was teleported onto one of the Ashtar Command’s
etheric lightships and lost approximately 24 minutes as documented in his photographs that day.
These Universal ETs are part of the ‘Asteron Intergalactic Command’ and the ‘Intergalactic Mission’. The Intergalactic Mission is composed of multiple advanced ET civilizations and groups observing and protecting
the multiple etheric dimensions and physical realities throughout the Universe. However, they do
follow the ‘Prime Directive’ of non-interference in the affairs of technically and spiritually emerging planets,
such as Earth. The Universal ETs suggest, “It is time for the ‘Sleepers to Awaken to their own magnificent
Universal Selves.” Marc teaches advanced techniques for Oversoul access in his exceptional workshops.
Marc is available for lectures, seminars, workshops radio and TV.
For information please contact Marc at: Marc_Brinkerhoff@yahoo.com
Follow on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/marc.brinkerhoff
Follow on YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/user/MarcBrinkerhoff
Marc’s Websites:
UFO Site: www.IntergalacticMission.com
Animal Art Site: www.MarcBrinkerhoff.com

